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Our Latest Developments - NAKED Infusions Gourmet Chips and Salsa

NAKED infusions Named a 2015 U.S.A. Taste Champion
(http://www.nakedinfusions.com/blog/naked-infusions-named-a-2015-usa-taste-champion)
5/20/2015
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On May 12, 2015, the American Masters of Taste (http://chefsinamerica.org/) assembled a panel of expert judges from the Chefs in America network to
taste test NAKED infusions gourmet organic salsa and tortilla chips. The judges selected Naked infusions salsa as a winning product line in the retail
“Shelf Stable Organic Salsa and Gluten-Free Corn Tortilla Chips” category. NAKED infusions is delighted to have been named a 2015 U.S.A. Taste
Champion.
The American Masters of Taste utilizes a triple blind judging process. The judges do not know the brand or variety of a food they're tasting. They're also
unaware of the other judges' scores and comments.
The American Masters Of Taste judging panel agreed that, “Naked Infusions has shown great dedication to creating an organic product line that is
superior tasting and made with quality ingredients. We commend them for setting such a high benchmark.”
The panel felt that NAKED infusion gourmet organic salsas showed a respect for traditional salsa while o ering a modern, artisinal twist on this classic.
NAKED infusions tortilla chips were praised for their crisp bite and fresh corn avor.
The judges sampled all 8 varieties of NAKED infusions organic gourmet salsa on their own, as well as tasting some varieties as an ingredient in a grilled
seafood dish.
NAKED infusions founder Selene Kepila said, "I'm thrilled that the judges thought so highly of our products. We all put a lot of hard work into setting and
maintaining our high standards. When anyone appreciates our fresh tasting gourmet salsa and chips, it makes all the hard work worth it."
There are eight varieties of NAKED infusions salsa, available in 16-ounce jars, and 4-ounce mini-jars. NAKED infusions Signature Ripe Tomato salsa comes
in Mild (https://www.nakedinfusions.com/store/p59/ORGANIC_Signature_Ripe_Tomato_-_MILD_Heat.html), Medium
(https://www.nakedinfusions.com/store/p58/ORGANIC_16oz_Signature_Ripe_Tomato_-_Medium_Heat.html) and Extra Hot
(https://www.nakedinfusions.com/store/p12/ORGANIC_Signature_Ripe_Tomato_-_Extra_HOT.html) varieties. The other ve varieties of NAKED infusions
salsa are infused with unexpected, innovative avors: Rustic Blue Cheese
(https://www.nakedinfusions.com/store/p2/ORGANIC_Rustic_Blue_Cheese.html), Oaxaca White Chocolate
(https://www.nakedinfusions.com/store/p34/Organic_Oaxaca_White_Chocolate.html), California Burnt Sage
(https://www.nakedinfusions.com/store/p4/ORGANIC_California_Burnt_Sage.html), Fire Roasted Garlic
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